
It is a matter of great pride and privilege 
to  announce  the  launch  of  the 
monthly  newsletter,  ‘TSA Chronicles’ 
by  the  ‘Ingenium  Press  Club’  of   The 
Samhita Academy. The club is a parallel 
to the press in the real life scenario bearing the vision of
showcasing all the major events with great objectivity and
passion .

The student body of the club gains exposure and experience
of being on the ground, capturing the essence of the various
events held in school and highlighting the most worthy parts
of the events .

I wish ’TSA Chronicles’ and all the members of the Ingenium
Club a great beginning for this new project! 
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The long awaited academic year commenced
with one of the most prestigious events, The
Student Council elections. Aspiring students
from the senior grades gave their names and
excitedly prepared to face their interviews, head
on! Briefly explained, the Student Council will be
responsible for hosting important events and
occasions and co-ordinate all the Council
activities and inter house competitions. 

The posts open for the Council are – The School
Captain, The Sports Captain, The Cultural
Captain, The Health Captain, The Literary
Captain, The House Captains along with their
respective Vice Captains and Class Prefects.
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Student Council Election-
The Nomination InterviewsDay One, 15th of June:

The battle began with the
Cultural, Literary, Sports and
Health positions waiting to be
filled! As the candidates paced
the halls, nervousness and
anticipation filled the air. After
their interviews, most were
confident, as opposed to the
nervousness they felt before.
Many of the candidates took
their shot "to have no regrets"
as Shashwath put it nicely.

Day Two, 16th of June: 

Confidence could be seen and
felt in the strides of the
candidates running for the post
of the School Captain! These
capable contenders of grade 12
really won our hearts with their
desire to lead our school to
success. One of the candidates,
Charvi, humbly told us that
even though her interview
went well, she would "leave it
to the results." Simran also
believed her interview went
well, and promised us that she
did her best! Kalyani stated
that she was as genuine as
possible and hopes to get
involved in the school before
her final farewell. Last but not
least, Arungiri said that he
wants this role to gain the
power to be able to dissolve
social barriers between
students. Their honesty and
passion truly inspired us!
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Speeches Made! Vote bank
Strengthened!

 
On Monday, June 27th, all the eight
candidates contesting for the House
Captain’s role impressed us with their
confidence and zeal. Daring promises and
proud house spirit was sparkling in the air
as the speeches were made for the
middle and high school students.

June 28th was designated for the more
prestigious roles, Health, Sports, Literary,
Cultural, and School. Ten worthy
candidates contesting for five honoured
roles. Though a bit jittery, they all stood
tall and confident, speaking with
conviction and passion. 

Some of their great quotes included,
"Leadership is an opportunity to serve,"
and "Samhita my team! Samhitans my
teammates!"
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Student Council Election-
The Campaign 

THE NOMINATION INTERVIEW
SCENE CONTINUES ...

Day Three, 17th of June: 

Since most of the candidates
were inexperienced for the
interview of the Vice-Captains
there was an air of nervousness
and curiosity. Most did not
know what to expect.
Nevertheless, they left the
rooms confident and excited
for the unknown!

Day 4, June 20th:

The second batch of Cultural,
Sports, Health and Literary
Vice-Captains face the
interview. Tense atmosphere,
nervous competitors! Friends
consulted, mock interviews
conducted. The anxiousness
was palpable!

Day 5, June 21st:

The interview round for the
School Vice-Captain began and
this day had the most diverse
range of emotions. Some
looked calm while the others
were quite the opposite. For a
few preparation was necessary
to shine through, others
believed they excelled
impromptu.
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Voting Day!!
 

The temperature
soared

As the corridors
roared

Euphoric, they were!
Leaders stride,
Beaming pride

Elections created the
stir!
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Student Council Election-
Election Euphoria
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The contestants were seen lurking around the
staffroom during the lunch break with bated
breath. Anxious nervousness hung heavy in
the air and the whole school felt electric!

As the coordinators walked towards the
bulletin boards with papers in hand the entire
student body followed. They stood in front of
the board, and the crowd only kept growing!
Time slowed to a crawl and the papers finally
went up. "Did you win? Did you win?" These
words, along with congratulations, echoed
through the corridors. 

While there were some groans of
disappointment, cheers filled the air and a few
even shed tears of joy! Winners were flooded
with congratulations as we, the members of
the press, struggled to catch them for
interviews. The student body, empowered
after exercising their right to vote, had finally
made a decision on their future leaders!

Student
Council

Election-
The Verdict

Speaks
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                 The D Day!!
The big day finally arrived with a
burst of excitement. The whole
student body was buzzing from
the moment they got into their
buses to minutes before the
marching began, as they
anxiously awaited the start of the
prestigious Investiture
Ceremony. As The Student
Council smartly marched across
the quadrangle, and accepted
their badges, flags and sashes
pride & honour gleamed in their
eyes. The space reverberated
with cheers and congratulations
as they were invested with their
powers. Truly, the experience was
remarkable for all!!

The Investiture 2022
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The Investiture 2022
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Student Council's Fun-time with the Tiny
Tots!

On 14th July, among the curious and animated faces of
the tiny tots, the newly elected Student Council
introduced themselves at the Pre-primary wing of TSA
campus-2. Their introduction was followed by a string of
lovely games like ‘Captain Charvi Says’, ‘filling the
rainbow with colourful fruits’ and ‘throwing a ball into
the basket’- conducted by the Council members. The
fun continued unabated with an interesting story time
where the members of the SC enacted the story of 'The
Red Riding Hood' followed by an action song using the
puppet, Mr Frog! The ambience was further augmented
by the cheerful giggles and enthusiastic affirmations.
 
An immensely successful endeavour, the Council
provided good entertainment and joyful engagement
to the little ones and made their day!!

Elected Student Council's
First Endeavour
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July 28th witnessed a special day, a
super special assembly and
exuberance all around!

The Budding Leaders from grade 5
became a part of the junior student
council when badges were awarded
to The Green Brigadiers, The Eco
Minders and The Peace Brigadiers in
presence of their parents, peers and
teachers. 

The quadrangle resounded with
cheerful applause throughout the
felicitation. The young council
conveyed that cleanliness of the
premises, maintaining the
organisational culture of the school
and energy conservation would be
their focal points of work.

The assembly concluded with our
Principal’s address extending best
wishes to the newly appointed
council for their future endeavour

Junior Student Council takes charge
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On 29th July, the young Picassos of Samhita put their hearts and minds
into a Still Life Art Competition organised by the Jal House, in the
quadrangle of TSA campus-1. The theme, ‘Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav’
helped propel a sense of patriotism and commemoration of our
freedom fighters. The ambience was serene and it radiated ingenuity as
the young artists worked with their tools.

Students of grade 9-10 sat at various levels and angles to observe the
still life setups of the national symbols of independence showcasing
their own interpretation and visualisation. With the use of multimedia,
another group of artists gave wings to their imagination and creativity
bringing alive yet another masterpiece! 

The ART Competition
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 29th July...
 #TheYoungPicassos
#TheSamhitaAcademy
#StillLifeArtCompetition
#AzadiKaAmritMahatsav
#NationalSymbols
#PalpableExcitement 
#MasterpiecesGalore

The ART Competition
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Another year has come around. Another batch has graduated. Another
milestone has been achieved. What makes this journey even more special is
the unforeseen circumstances through which it has gone. 

Our students persevered through the pandemic and balanced the juggle
between online and offline modes of learning effortlessly. Emerging
triumphant, they proved, yet again, that grit definitely pays off.

Hearty congratulations to the parents. You stood by us throughout. Your
cooperation and trust in us is much appreciated and celebrated. 

Grade 12 Board Results
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Hard work of Grade 10 Batch of 2021-22 comes to fruition.  A journey
unprecedented has been accomplished with sheer determination and grit to
achieve remarkable milestones. 

Proud Samhitans of the pandemic batch with online learning plus offline
school and a unique board pattern of Term1 & Term2 Exams have conquered
all uncertainties during their long walk to victory against all odds establishing,
yet again, that tenacity triumphs, perseverance prevails and growth with
resilience is the cherished outcome.

Dear Parents, your kind cooperation and commitment are much appreciated.
The Samhita Academy congratulates you all!

Grade 10 Board Results
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Developing proficiency in expressing
opinion and providing solutions to a
problem are two of the most required
21st century skills. Model United Nations
(MUN) provides a platform to develop,
exercise and showcase such skill-sets.

Students of TSA (grades 9-12)
participated in the KMUN on July 6, 7 & 8,
2022 at Kumarans, Mallasandra campus.
Years' long efforts of The TSA MUN Club
members- the teachers and the students,
supplemented with hard work,
determination and grit, yielded much
fruit at this interschool event.

TSA emerged triumphant with Abhay R
Jamadagni of Grade 12A and Baanvya of
Grade 11B receiving a special mention at
the event. Rahul Rajesh Kalpathi of Grade
9A and Deepak Sai Shankar of Grade 12B
bagged the Outstanding Delegate
recognition while Arav Bhojashetter of
Grade 11A won the Best delegate award.

KMUN- Masterstrokes
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 "Talent is a precious gift...
With practice it makes an encouraging shift.
Here at TSA... many a creative minds,
A space of their own, they do eventually  find!"

      A Day to Celebrate
                    - Anagha Nagaraja (XI A)

With everything to lose,
And untimely deaths,
For what stands today,
For its each and every breath.
We stand here now,
Hands full of debt.

What we owe,
Is something we can repay,
And following our duty,
Is the only way.
A whisper in the wind,
As a patriotic display.

Of honour and pride
We must spread the word,
Our love for what’s ours,
Growing like a little bird.
We must pass it on,
Let freedom be heard!

Arriving once a year,
A day to celebrate,
But even after the day,
We must continue to appreciate,
Our nation’s liberty,
Keeping its fire ablaze.

Shalini P Kardegowda (IX B)

Sharani Joshi (IX A)

Anurag A Berageri (IX A)

Where Perspectives Find Their Wings!
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     Independence Day
                                 - Shree Hashwanth (XC)
Words from my quill….

Sovereign and secular we stand,
A tricolour flag flies across the land.
Saffron, white and green,
The mighty Indian queen.

Soldiers and leaders sacrifice,
Their courageous and priceless lives.
“Free India” was their only passion,
With clear mottos and distinctive vision.

At the stroke of midnight awoke life and freedom,
Roused our livelihood to blossom.
Our freedom struggle is now off,
It's time to breathe, smile and laugh.

Let’s conjure for all lives lost,
Our freedom emerged with a heavy cost.
India celebrates her platinum independent year,
Suppression and struggles brought her here.

The unity my country carries….
The boldness my country gives…..
The pride my flag conveys…….
The warmth my land gives…..
Makes my heart beat….. JAI HIND!!

Where Perspectives Find Their Wings!
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